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Traveling to study in France for the summer, Canadian college student Kerry Samuels made a

stop that would change his life. An unlikely chain of events landed him pursuing theological

study in Israel, changing his name to Kalman, and marrying his wife Malki. In 1977 their infant

son Yossi was injured and rendered blind, deaf, and acutely hyperactive. During the difficult

and isolating years of Yossi’s early childhood, his mother promised to dedicate her life to

helping other children with disabilities and their families if Yossi’s world of darkness and silence

would ever be penetrated.Inspired by their son’s remarkable breakthrough to communication,

Kalman and Malki established Shalva, one of the world’s largest centers for disability care and

inclusion – creating a better society for all.In Dreams Never Dreamed, Samuels juggles life’s

bitter and sweet in pursuit of good. Driven by humorous stories and insights, this memoir is

both heart-wrenching and heartwarming at once. A story of hope, courage, and leadership; it

demonstrates that ordinary people can create extraordinary change and transform life’s

challenges into opportunities.

As the story of what would eventually become Shalva unfolds, we see a couple of visionaries in

constant motion. The way Kalman weaves the story, it is always Malki pushing and pushing to

accomplish more. It's more than a little disappointing that, in the extensive photo section in the

back of the book, there is not one photo of Malki. If you are already familiar with the Shalva

National Center in Jerusalem, you will be astonished to learn about how many battles had to

be fought to create that magnificent campus. Each time yet another medical, financial or legal

challenge arises, the sympathetic reader thinks, How much more can this couple endure?

Samuels is a detailed and able memoir writer. He doesn't shy away from admitting how painful

some battles were, how bitter some defeats. --The Jerusalem Post --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorKalman Samuels, a Vancouver native, is the founder and

president of Shalva, the Israel Association for the Care and Inclusion of Persons with

Disabilities. The organization has become a world leader in the field of disability care and

serves as an official consultant to the United Nations Economic and Social Council. He lives in

Jerusalem with his wife and family. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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WordsPhotographsPrefaceWriting a book that necessarily exposes much that is private to

myself and to my family was not in my plans. As my son Yossi became well known, good

friends urged me to share his story and, in doing so, raise awareness of the issues it

embraces. But it was my beloved father, Norman Samuels, who finally convinced me. A man of

few words, he was dying of cancer when he took my hand in his and said urgently: “Promise

me that you’ll write that book!” Promise I did, and though it took many years, that promise is

now fulfilled.Much of what I have shared is based on my personal journals in which I recorded

events, as well as my feelings and observations, in real time.Some names have been changed

to protect privacy and reputations.Chapter 1Early DaysThe sixties, the decade that I so loved,

that had so strongly impacted my generation, were over, and unbeknownst to me, “the times

they were a-changin’.” Drifting, seemingly with no choice, I found myself worlds away from my

roots, in body and in mind, and dreams never dreamed were beginning to unfold.It all began in

Vancouver, Canada, which in 1951 was an extraordinary place to be born. The largest city in

British Columbia and third largest metropolitan area in Canada, it was nonetheless able to

retain its charm and unique character. Magically pinned between the mountains and the Pacific

Ocean, it had an abundance of lush green parks and playgrounds seemingly on every corner,

and a sense of serenity pervaded. The youngest of three children, I enjoyed all the privileges of

middle-class life.My father was a second-generation Canadian whose parents had come from

the Ukraine at the turn of the century – brought west by great-great-uncle Mendel Shmelnitzky.

Uncle Mendel was the owner of a general store east of Kiev, and it was on a business trip to



England in the late 1890s that he saw a large sign in numerous languages at a London railway

station that read: “FREE LAND IN CANADA! COME TO STAY!” Canada, he learned, was

handing out land-parcels in its prairies. “These new farmers will need a general store just like

the Ukrainian peasants I serve now,” he thought. “It’ll be the same – but without the

pogroms.”Like many other Eastern European Jews, he wound up in Winnipeg on the eastern

edge of the prairies, set up shop, and one by one summoned his family to Canada. Among

them was his eighteen-year-old nephew Joseph, who was to become my grandfather. The

Shmelnitzky clan prospered in Canada and in the 1930s anglicized the family name to

Samuels. Grandfather Joe married Fanny and settled in Edmonton, where he established a

successful network of women’s clothing stores and was able to send my father to the University

of Alberta to study law.In 1943 Dad was drafted into the Canadian army, and along with his

university buddies he served his country overseas in Europe as a platoon commander until the

end of the war in 1945. He made sure to marry my mother Frances, a.k.a. Franky, just before

he left, for safekeeping. When World War II ended and Dad was decommissioned, they moved

west from Edmonton in favor of the balmier weather in Vancouver. My brother Jeff was born in

1946, my sister Marilyn in 1948, and finally me, Kalman, some three years later. According to a

popular Jewish-names book of the time, the corresponding English names for Kalman were

either Kenny or Kerry, and so I became known as Kerry Alfred Samuels. By the grand old age

of six, I had seen the iconic Alfred E. Neuman character appear in so many Mad magazines

that I insisted my middle name be changed. I must have driven my parents nuts because my

Dad, who by and large didn’t respond quickly, had my middle name legally changed to

Allan.We were a typical Jewish family of that time and place in that we were somewhat

traditional but not religiously observant. My grandparents spoke Yiddish and my parents

adopted a form of Anglo-Yiddish, which they used when they didn’t want us kids to understand.

Our home was ostensibly kosher with separate dishes for milk and meat, and a special set of

kosher dishes for Passover, but outside the house we ate in nonkosher restaurants. There were

in fact no kosher ones. My first taste of a cheeseburger was at age sixteen at McDonald’s

following a Friday-night high school basketball game. It literally stuck in my throat and made me

vomit, but with hard work I got past that.While we didn’t observe the Sabbath, we always had a

Friday-night meal at which Dad said the traditional Kiddush on wine and the blessing on my

grandmother’s homemade hallas.Occasionally we attended services at the large Orthodox

synagogue, where among the worshippers there were perhaps half a dozen who were

religiously observant – and that number included the rabbi and his assistants. After synagogue

I came home and spent my day however I wanted. On the High Holidays we drove the three

miles to attend, but Dad parked a block away out of respect, since Jewish law dictated that

driving on the Sabbath and holidays was prohibited. I’d play outside or sit inside next to Dad

listening to the services in Hebrew that I didn’t understand. There were limits, of course, to my

patience for synagogue attendance. When the Dodgers played their World Series thrillers, time

was made for me to pick up parts of the games.I attended the local Jewish day school, but by

the end of second grade my teacher had had enough of me, telling Mom that “Kerry asks too

many questions.” I was delighted when Mom sagely moved me to the local public school.

Despite my questions, my new teacher, Mr. Wellman, liked me and told Mom so. He once took

me aside to ask why I wrote G-d with a dash instead of an o in the middle. I explained it was

because of the third commandment, which forbids taking “the Lord your G-d’s name in vain” –

so we never write His full name, in case the piece of paper is thrown in the garbage. He was

intrigued and wrote an end-of-year letter to my parents saying that he would miss me in class

and foresaw a bright future for me.I loved both school and sports and excelled at both. I was a



good, albeit mischievous, kid and to this day fail to understand how both in third grade and

again in sixth grade the principal called me into his office to tell me, “This is the straw that

broke the camel’s back!” On each occasion, he pulled out a flexible braided leather belt, eight

inches long, three inches wide and half an inch thick, with a convenient leather handle, and

ordered me to put out my hand. The first time I was fearless and defiantly did so. One swipe on

my right palm was enough for me to realize I’d badly misjudged things. The pain was searing,

coursing from my swelling hand through my outstretched arm all the way to my wounded heart.

Appearances were instantly dropped and I broke into piercing wails. “The other hand!” he said.

Like an idiot I produced the second hand, and the procedure was repeated, and then twice

more on both hands. I was in enormous pain, and more significantly my pride was in shreds.

And all I’d done was throw a girl’s skipping-rope onto the roof.The second time I was strapped,

however, I fully deserved it. Caught reading Little Archie comics in sixth-grade library class, I

was told to go to the principal’s office. Knowing what was ahead, I calmly said to the teacher:

“Mr. Burson, did anyone ever tell you that you have the brains of a kindergarten student?” It

cost me an extra couple of wallops, but at least I went down fighting and earned roars of

laughter from my classmates! What most worried me was what Mom would do when she saw

my swollen hands. To her credit, she simply said, “You’ve had your punishment. I’m not going to

add to it.”Since there was no Jewish instruction in public school, I attended after-school

Hebrew and Jewish studies classes at the Schara Tzedeck Orthodox Synagogue three times a

week until I was fifteen. My teacher was a young rabbi who had recently arrived from Brooklyn,

New York, to serve as the assistant rabbi to Schara Tzedeck’s venerable Rabbi Bernard

Goldenberg. His name was Rabbi Marvin Hier.While year-round attendance at Schara

Tzedeck’s Sabbath prayer services was scant, on the High Holidays it was a different story. For

those three days a year, an additional service had to be held in the lower-floor auditorium to

accommodate the tremendous overflow, and it was here, on Rosh Hashana, that the young

newcomer assistant rabbi with his Brooklyn accent gave his first major sermon. I still remember

the buzz that followed. “That young man is incredible! He speaks masterfully.”To prepare for my

August bar mitzva, I made two major sacrifices. I was an avid baseball player, but Mom

wouldn’t take a chance on my getting hurt. Despite my endless pleading, she didn’t allow me to

play catcher for the Canadian team at the Western Boys Baseball Association (WBBA) playoffs

in Bountiful, Utah, as I had done the previous year, nor did she allow me to be offensive and

defensive halfback at the Walt Disney Tackle Football Classic in Los Angeles. Instead I labored

for months on end learning to chant the reading from the Torah. But even with all my practice I

couldn’t quite get it right. My teacher solved this by writing coded arrows over each word, with

numbers indicating whether I should take my voice up two notes and over one, or down two. It

wasn’t easy, but I finally managed.As my bar mitzva approached, I regularly rode the bus to

synagogue on Saturday mornings, where Rebbetzin Hier led the children’s service. Just before

my bar mitzva, Rabbi Goldenberg, with whom my family had developed a close relationship,

left Vancouver and moved to New York to head a national Jewish educational organization.

Years before, as a five-year-old, I had been troubled by a question that my mother couldn’t

answer. “If G-d created the whole world,” I asked, “who created G-d?” Mom put me on the

phone with Rabbi Goldenberg, who explained, “No one created G-d, Kerry. That is the

difference between man and G-d. We are created, but G-d has always been and will always be

here.” His straightforward answer eased my anxiety.I was initially disappointed to learn that I

was to be Rabbi Hier’s first bar mitzva boy; he was and looked so young. But Rabbi Hier turned

out to be an extraordinary teacher and friend. He was a visionary who would go on to found

one of the world’s foremost human rights agencies, the Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los



Angeles, as well as win two Academy Awards. Knowing that I helped Rabbi Hier get his career

started on the right foot has always brought a smile to my face.In eighth grade, I moved to

Vancouver’s largest public high school, joining a student body of almost two thousand. I loved

it! At five feet two inches, I was the third shortest of the 306 pupils in my grade, but that didn’t

stop me from running for president of the eighth-grade student council – and getting elected.

The fact is, I probably knew more of those eighth graders than anybody else did: there were

kids from the two elementary schools I’d attended, Jewish kids that I knew from the community,

and a whole other group that I had grown up with in Little League. As president, I had the

privilege of organizing ice-skating parties, concerts, and other events. One of the rock bands I

brought to perform in the school gym for $300 went from those humble beginnings to

international fame as The Guess Who.At fifteen, I got my first real job, thanks to my Mom’s

smart advice. My friends and I had tired of mowing lawns for $2 and decided it was time to get

proper summer jobs at no less than the more respectable hourly rate of $2.25. I interviewed on

a Saturday morning at the exclusive Sheppard Shoes shoe store in downtown Vancouver, but

left dejected when I heard they paid $1 an hour. I said to Mom, “I don’t need this! The minimum

wage is $1.10 an hour and they want to pay even less. It’s slave labor!”Her reaction was: “What

exactly do you know about selling shoes?” I owned up to knowing nothing. “So why in the world

would they pay you for something you don’t know?” she said. “Take the job and they’ll train you.

Then they might give you a raise, and if not, you’ll have some skill and experience to offer

when you look elsewhere.” I wasn’t pleased. “How can I work for $1 an hour when some of my

friends are getting $2.25?” I objected. I don’t know who made my mom a prophet, but she sure

knew the future. “The chances of your friends getting $2.25 an hour are very slim,” she said

flatly. “And if they don’t accept that, then you may well be the only one with a summer job.” How

right she was. I worked very hard, learned to sell, tan, and polish fancy shoes, and earned $8 a

day, which was $40 a week, and with tips, I came out with over $400 for the summer. At first,

my friends couldn’t stop telling me how dumb I was. But come September, when I had money

in my pocket, no laughter was heard.I continued working at Sheppard Shoes on weekends,

and then the following summer I applied for work at a national department store chain called

Woodward’s. The shoe department manager turned out to be the father of Kelvin, a classmate

with whom I laughed a lot. Kelvin was deaf, and nobody could curse out our teachers as

eloquently and quietly as good ol’ Kelvin! When his father learned we were friends, he gave me

a job on the spot for – you guessed it – $2.25 an hour! Throughout high school, I worked Friday

nights and Saturdays and always had my own cash on hand. My friends, always on the lookout

for the big money, often remained unemployed.From a young age, sports had always been my

thing. Our Little League baseball league, the WBBA, was very popular up and down the West

Coast. I was small but a fearless catcher, and at age eleven I was selected for the all-star team

that was to compete in the WBBA regional playoffs in Bountiful, Utah, just outside Salt Lake

City. We had never seen such a magnificent playing field nor had we seen such huge players,

who could hit the ball 150 feet over the 200-foot home-run fence. This was well before the days

when players’ ages were verified. One pitcher was being scouted by the Los Angeles Dodgers,

and while we were outmanned, I was pleased to actually get a hit.In addition to baseball, I

played tackle football as an offensive and defensive halfback and backup quarterback. My

years of playing on the street with my older brother Jeff and his friends paid off. “Big Sam” and

“Little Sam,” as we were known, knew the game inside out, its highs and its lows. A memorable

high came early one season when I took the snap and our quarterback took my left halfback

position. We ran a wide sweep right and just before reaching the line of scrimmage, he paused

and found me with a cross-field throw sneaking down the left sideline. I broke one tackle and



raced the length of the field for a touchdown. Mom was on the sidelines cheering. As I was also

the placekicker, I kicked the extra point and prepared for the kickoff. It was an amazing shot

into the end-zone, but as my foot touched the ball I felt a searing pain in my upper thigh and I

was down and out. My groin muscle was ripped and that was the end of my season and, in

fact, of my football career.I played soccer and golfed to a single-digit handicap, was on the

tennis team throughout high school, and as a senior, captained both the tennis and basketball

teams. Remaining short until almost sixteen, I finally sprouted a full six inches in the summer

leading up to my junior year. Back in school that September, no one recognized me! In my

senior year I was active in youth groups and was vice-president of the school student council.

In addition to several academic scholarships awarded upon high school graduation, I received

one of two provincial scholarships in recognition of my combined basketball, academic, and

social excellence.Chapter 2The Road to JerusalemIn September 1969 I began studying

philosophy and mathematics at the University of British Columbia and what a blast that was!

The hippie movement was at its height, and the university was a hotbed for Americans dodging

the Vietnam draft. Anti-war activist Abbie Hoffman and his friends were frequent visitors, pot

was everywhere, and there was no such thing as legitimate authority.The anti-authority trend of

the time is what made me take a unique course imported from Berkeley. Called Arts 1, it

focused on the theme of “freedom and authority,” and the course featured extensive reading,

writing, and discussions on the subject. The reading material spanned the course of history,

beginning from the Old and New Testaments and moving on to Plato, Chaucer, Hobbes,

Rousseau, John Stuart Mill, Dostoyevsky, and others. It was stimulating stuff, accompanied by

a strong message from our philosophy professor, Dr. Bob Rowan: “If you don’t know the roots

of your own culture, you have no yardstick with which to measure any other.” At that time,

traveling to India to experience the local culture and study with Indian gurus was in vogue, but

without a real knowledge of one’s own roots, Professor Rowan stressed, one would be

stepping into a giant void without the tools needed to assess the experience. Given the number

of zombies that the times created, I decided, along with a classmate from Pakistan, that he

was absolutely right. If we wanted to understand who we were, we must use our undergraduate

years to seriously study and gain a deep understanding of the roots of our culture, which for

me was Western civilization. We set out to do just that.My studies went well, but my midterm

winter vacation in Hawaii didn’t. I visited a magnificent beach up the coast from Honolulu and

was amazed by its beauty: ten-foot waves rolled in one after the other, crashing loudly into the

shore, where hundreds frolicked in the surf. On one side of the beach, razor-sharp volcanic

rocks jutted out far into the sea. Wildly excited by the impressive scene, I entered and made my

way out toward the breaking wall of water.Never having seen such a thing before, I asked a

swimmer how to get beyond these waves and was advised to just “dive at their base, and you

will soon be on the other side.” It was easier than I could have imagined, and I found myself

relaxing and floating on the bobbing sea. Time passed and I decided it was time to swim in, but

to my horror there was no beach in sight, and I suddenly realized that I was alone and had

been swept out into the open ocean. I searched for some time to no avail, until I saw far in the

distance an open area of beach. That was my only hope.Fighting the panic welling up in me, I

began to swim horizontally, hoping to place myself beyond the dangerous volcanic rock.

Exhaustion was setting in. I sensed that it was either now or never and so I turned my face to

the shore. As I came closer, the waves rolled higher, and I tried to make myself into a human

surfboard and ride one. The cresting movement of an enormous wave lifted me and carried me

a great distance until it suddenly dumped me with a painful thud on the sandy seabed.

Stunned, I looked up, only to see another massive wave curling and then pummeling down on



me. This was repeated until I finally reached the surf punch-drunk and saw people laughing

and playing in it. I crawled up on the beach and collapsed, and stayed lying there for hours. As

the sun began to set, I got onto a bus heading back to Waikiki, shaken by the thought that my

short life came close to being over and that it was quite possible that no one would have even

known of my whereabouts.Since I had a full academic scholarship in place for my second year

of university, as well as money I’d earned working on weekends, I had no need to work during

the summer, so I decided to take a student charter flight leaving for London in mid-May 1970

and returning September 3. With a year of studies behind me, I was off to Europe with the goal

of furthering my understanding of Western civilization and the roots of my culture. I registered

for a six-week intensive French language course in the city of Lyon, where I would live with a

French family. As a good western Canadian who had studied French as a second language for

many years without speaking it, I wanted to perfect my spoken French. Fluency would be

critical for any future public role I might have the opportunity to take in Canada, and – who

knows – I might even have a good time along the way.I showed my chock-full itinerary to my

parents and Mom objected that Israel was not part of it. With the confidence gained from a

year’s worth of reading The New Republic, I assured them that Israel was an “apartheid state”

and that I wanted nothing to do with. It took a mother’s pleading for me to agree that my trip

would include Israel, apartheid or not. My rearranged schedule gave me three weeks in Mother

England and Scotland, two weeks in Israel, and six weeks studying in France, which left

August to hitchhike through Europe and get back to London for my charter flight home.The trip

began as planned, and I kept a diary of it all. I arrived in London in mid-May and, with some

guys I’d met on the plane, made my way to an inexpensive part of town to find somewhere to

stay. The Arabic street signs and shop signs were unexpected, as I’d always thought of London

as being English, but they gave me little pause. We slept at an inn where the Arabic-speaking

staff spoke broken English, and the next day we all went our separate ways.By rail and thumb,

I traveled the country, taking in several music festivals en route and eventually getting as far

north as Inverness, where I read a newspaper in daylight at 11:30 p.m. In Cambridge, I got to

see a rowing regatta. What excitement! What culture! In Oxford, I remember sitting at a small,

round wooden table in my room, watching an ant make its deliberate way across the surface. I

noted in my diary: “How deeply troubling that this ant undoubtedly has a clear sense of both

purpose and meaning to its existence, while I have neither.”Exiting the railway station at Bath, I

encountered a dozen skinheads hanging about with their shaven heads and metal-spiked

boots. They eyed me fixedly, and for a few moments I feared that, cool as I was in my brown-

and-white-striped bell-bottoms, I was about to be their latest bloody victim. Somehow I

managed to walk right past them, and though their stares continued, they made no move.

Decades later, I vividly recall the fear and helplessness I felt in those seconds.And then it was

back to London and onto an El Al plane to Tel Aviv. I had the names and phone numbers of

cousins I’d never met and only recently heard of, but I would be spending my first days in Israel

in Tel Aviv staying with a classmate whose friend had a place there. Tel Aviv was hot, very hot.

At a bus stop on Dizengoff Street, my friend and I politely asked directions from the many

people waiting. The locals were happy for the opportunity to practice their English on us, and

from the instructions we received from at least half a dozen people, in better and worse

English, we understood that we should take the bus that was approaching. As we said thank

you and turned to board the crowded vehicle, all those helpful folks pushed on ahead of us.

The bus’s doors closed with a decisive thud, and we were still on the sidewalk, our mouths

open in disbelief. Welcome to Israel!On Saturday morning, we got a ride up to Jerusalem. As

we approached the city’s foothills, I had a strange feeling that they were different from anything



I’d ever seen, an unusual feeling for someone who had grown up surrounded by mountains and

traveled the Rockies.On our way to the Western Wall and Temple Mount, we stopped for a

drink in the Old City’s Muslim Quarter. Thinking that I was playing it safe, I asked for milk. It

looked kind of rich but nothing could have prepared me for my first taste of warm,

unpasteurized goat’s milk. I somehow managed to hold it down and finished the glass. Suffice it

to say, I have never touched unpasteurized goat’s milk since.We walked through the narrow

bustling alleyways of the Old City market until suddenly, straight ahead of us, was the

breathtaking view of the Western Wall with the gold-domed mosque beyond it. Despite my

Sunday-school education in the Orthodox synagogue, I’d never heard of either the Temple or

its Western Wall. At the walkway leading up to the Temple Mount, I stopped in my tracks. A

large sign informed us that this was a holy site which, “according to Jewish law, it is forbidden

to enter.” A strange feeling welled up inside me. “I’m not going further,” I told my companions.

“I’ll wait for you here.” Their response was understandable. “What are you talking about? Are

you crazy? That sign is meant for Orthodox Jews, not for you. You have no idea how beautiful it

is up there!” And, with that, they took me by the arm and led me unwillingly up the walkway.The

Temple Mount was indeed very beautiful, but I didn’t enjoy it. The entire time, I had one

incomprehensible thought gnawing at me: “You’re going to regret this to the end of your days.”

At the Western Wall, which we visited next, I posed for a photo, as if weeping.The next day, I

began contacting my relatives. I met cousins who lived in the Tel Aviv suburb of Givatayim, and

to my surprise they were super warm and friendly. Dussi and Shmuel Frankel took me to Arad

in the northern Negev and then on to the Dead Sea and Masada, all of which was a total

revelation for me. They arranged for me to travel north the following week to visit their children

Hagai and Rivka, who lived on Kibbutz Maayan Baruch. In the meantime, I met other cousins:

Yitzhak and Yafa Shimshon and Aaron and Mira Botzer. They too were warm and welcoming.

Aaron took me to a well-known eatery in Jaffa for my first falafel and hummus. He worked for

the Israel Electric Corporation but spent most of his time pursuing his real passion,

windsurfing, and I never figured out when he found time to work. He later became head of

Israel’s windsurfing organization, an international windsurfing judge, and a member of the

International Olympic Committee. He made headlines at the 1988 Olympics in Seoul for

disqualifying two Israeli windsurfers for sailing on Yom Kippur. Aaron isn’t observant and I later

asked him why he did it. His answer was, “Yom Kippur? Israeli windsurfers had the audacity to

break our rules and practice on Yom Kippur? They were no longer worthy of representing their

country.”I bused down to Eilat at Israel’s southern tip, snorkeled in its reefs, and slept for a few

nights on its magnificent beaches. Growing up, I’d thought that my native Vancouver lay at the

center of the world. Standing on the beach just south of Eilat in what had been Egypt until the

Six-Day War three years earlier, with the coasts of Jordan and Saudi Arabia looming across

the Gulf of Aqaba, and Israel to the north on my left, Vancouver suddenly seemed a wonderful

place – but so very far from civilization’s hub.On my way back to Jerusalem, I ran into friends

from home and went with them to the Western Wall. This time, though, I didn’t go up onto the

Temple Mount. Leaving the Old City, we boarded a number 9 bus to the Hebrew University. It

was packed with numerous people standing and it was brutally hot. As I made my way toward

the back, I spotted an empty seat next to a fellow dressed in black clothing with an enormous

black felt hat and a long beard. I was too hot to worry about him and sat down. After a minute

he began to talk to me in broken English. What was I doing in Israel? “Touring.” Where was I

going? “To study in France.” Would I like to come to his home, study Torah with him, and stay

for the Sabbath? This was not what I had in mind, but I suddenly thought that, after all, had this

been India and a native invited me to join him in his home environment, I probably would have



leaped at the opportunity! What an experience to relay back in Vancouver. I asked him whether

he had a family and he said of course. “You know what, I’m heading north to visit a kibbutz this

week,” I told him, “but I’ll be back on Friday and will possibly spend the Sabbath with you and

your family and then head to France on Monday.” He gave me his details and I went back to my

friends, and on to the Israel Museum and the Shrine of the Book with its Dead Sea Scrolls.The

following day, Monday, I boarded a bus for Kibbutz Ma’ayan Baruch in northeast Israel,

positioned where the country’s border intersects with those of Syria and Lebanon. There I met

my relative Hagai, who showed me the kibbutz watchtower, where lookouts stood alert for

terrorist infiltrators. It was another rude awakening for me to learn that Israelis routinely lived

under armed guard.Working in Ma’ayan Baruch’s fields that week, my childhood experience of

picking strawberries was put to good use. There were many other young English-speaking

volunteers from all over, so I had good company. After hours picking fruit under the sun, the

young Israeli tractor driver suggested a dip in the nearby Jordan River, which was gushing and

refreshingly cool. It was not an overly impressive river, but even in my ignorance it was

somehow very meaningful.I had unwittingly chosen a troubled time to visit the kibbutz. There

was a massive Syrian tank buildup underway, the largest since the Six-Day War three years

earlier, and Israeli fighter planes were busily engaging them, strafing and bombing the nearby

Hermon hills. My little bed at the kibbutz was rocked repeatedly by the explosions and at times

I wasn’t sure I was going to make it out of there. The kibbutz was under total blackout and I

walked through the pitch dark to the dining hall each evening, bats soaring between the trees

and zipping past my head. I was more than a little concerned.Back in Tel Aviv on Friday, my

Israeli host let me have it with both barrels when I told him I was spending Shabbat with a

Hasid and his family. “Are you totally crazy? You’re spending your last weekend in Israel in a

hasidic ghetto?” He made sense. It was mid-June and stiflingly hot. The inviting blue

Mediterranean and its beaches were only three blocks from his apartment. But…I boarded the

first of several buses en route, clad in white bellbottom pants and a bright green golf shirt with

my backpack.My Tel Aviv host certainly knew what he was talking about. The streets of the

hasidic community were bustling with people rushing with last-minute shopping. And what

strange people these were. The men wore long black coats and big felt hats in the sweltering

heat. The women wore long sleeves and skirts that reached almost to their ankles.The address

I was given led me to a humble apartment. At the top of rickety wooden stairs, the door

opened, and there was my host sitting with a hippyish long-haired young fellow, also invited for

Shabbat. One glance told me the guy was half-stoned – certainly not anyone with whom I

wanted to share a room. He was expressing reservations about the Shabbat, so I seized the

opportunity and told him, “You know, soon you won’t be able to get a bus or cab out of this

place till Saturday night, so you should decide now if you want to leave while you still can.” It

worked, and he bolted!I was now asked whether I wanted to come to the mikve before

Shabbat. “What in the world is a mikve?” I inquired, and learned it’s a communal bath in which

to purify in preparation for the holy Sabbath. I told him I’d already showered, thank you, but the

mikve, it seemed, was spiritual in nature and had nothing to do with physical cleanliness.

Thinking that this would be one more experience, I agreed to go. I found myself undressing in a

crowded room along with more Hasidim and then dipping into the warm water of a mini-pool. I

was not a happy camper.Shabbat began and we went to pray in a hasidic synagogue. I think

the people there felt about me pretty much how I felt about them. They were so strange to me,

dressed in long black silky coats with big furry Cossack hats called shtreimels on their heads.

But I guess I looked weirder still to them in my brightly colored cool clothes. It was odd to be

among Jews, yet be so totally out of place, so far from what I saw as normal.Saturday evening



was long-awaited and I knew I was getting out of there on the first bus. I gathered my meager

belongings, said thank you, and headed for the exit. “Wait just a minute. Before you go, I want

you to meet a Rabbi who speaks good English.” Against my better judgment I walked several

blocks to a much nicer apartment and was introduced to a striking individual, a man in his late

thirties with a flowing, well-kempt brown beard and a mustache that drooped over his upper lip.

When he spoke I heard with astonishment that he was Australian, and we began to talk. I was

leaving in two days for a six-week French course in Lyon, I told him, and would be living with a

French family. He looked at me thoughtfully and quietly asked, “Are you aware that it might be

uncomfortable for you to live in the home of a devout French Catholic family, who probably

don’t yet know their guest is Jewish?” Sensing my shock at his comment, he shared that he

was raised Catholic and later became a journalist, searched for meaning and found it in Jewish

thought. He converted and ultimately became a Rabbi and a Chabad Lubavitcher Hasid. He

continued, “No doubt you will improve your French, but I sincerely believe that you will have a

far more enriching experience in the intensive Jewish studies program that I head. In six weeks

you will learn about your Jewish roots. You’ll be studying with bright young men visiting from Ivy

League colleges and you’ll have a truly stimulating summer. Have you ever studied Talmud?”

“What’s that?” I asked. He continued, “Have you ever studied Mishna?” “What’s that?” I

repeated. He answered with another question: “Would you consider studying in a yeshiva?” and

yet again I asked, “What’s that?” He clarified, “It is a school that teaches Torah and it will give

you a taste of your heritage.”In spite of my severe reservations, the Rabbi unwittingly struck a

deep chord within me. This, I immediately thought, is precisely what Professor Rowan had

been talking about. Here I was, trying to get a handle on Western civilization, when I was not

adequately familiar with my own, upon which much of Western civilization is rooted. My mind

was racing and my gut was being ripped in pieces. I told the Rabbi with an uncomfortable

smile, “I sincerely don’t believe what I am about to say, but OK, I’ll give it a shot.” I did not fully

realize that this was not an academic study of someone else’s heritage but a journey into my

own.The next morning, I canceled my France arrangements, said au revoir to my friends,

heaved on my backpack and sleeping bag, and headed for Kfar Chabad, a small Chabad-

Lubavitch village south of Tel Aviv. The trip was miserably hot, and as I walked the two miles

down the dusty, narrow road from the highway to the village, with giant spiky cacti standing

sentinel on either side, I had second, third, and even fourth thoughts. But nothing could have

prepared me for the yeshiva, where I was warmly welcomed by dozens of men my age and

older. All had beards of different shapes and sizes, from scraggly whiskers to long and flowing.

I too had a small beard, but the reason I had grown mine was quite different: I had stopped

shaving the day I left Canada as a statement of independence, while they had never shaved

and theirs were statements of conformity.A young man warmly greeted me with the traditional

Jewish greeting, “Shalom Aleichem,” which, after having heard it countless times during the

previous Sabbath, I knew meant “Peace be upon you” or Hi, how are you? I even knew the

correct response, “Aleichem HaShalom,” meaning “Upon you may there be peace” or The

same to you. He asked me in heavily accented English where I was from. When he heard my

answer, he responded: “I am too from Canada, from Mon-tree-all!” Given his thick accent, I

asked him where he’d been born before moving to Montreal. “I born in Mon-tree-all,” he

responded indignantly. This didn’t make sense, so I tried again, speaking very slowly: “I

understand that you live in Montreal, but where were you born? No one born in Canada speaks

English like you do.” More than a little put out, he repeated: “I born in Montreal and lived my life

in Montreal and now study here.” This young man, raised in an insular Yiddish-speaking hasidic

community, turned out to be a real gem, and though we didn’t always understand each other



perfectly, we spoke many times in the weeks ahead.A decade later, in different circumstances

and far from Israel, I was introduced to an impeccably dressed young rabbi who spoke English

eloquently and with something familiar about him. I asked him, “Did you study in Kfar Chabad?”

“Yes, I did,” he answered. “Were you there in the summer of 1970?” I asked. “Yes,” he said. “Did

you meet a newcomer there named Kalman?” “Yes, of course.” “Well that’s me,” and with that

we were hugging each other. “How,” I asked, “did you master English?” and he answered

simply: “I had to, so I could get a job teaching Torah.” His metamorphosis was astonishing.My

days in the Chabad yeshiva were, as promised, fascinating and stimulating, and despite the

gaping cultural differences I felt oddly comfortable there. Although our family in Vancouver was

decidedly secular, we had, I came to realize, retained a substantial amount of tradition in our

lifestyle. So when I immersed myself in yeshiva studies, I wasn’t a total stranger in that

uncharted territory, even though the study hall with its hundreds of spirited young men chanting

and shouting at one another over large talmudic texts was light-years away from the silence of

the pristine university library I was used to. I studied Hebrew, struggled to recite Hebrew

prayers, and encountered Mishna, Talmud, and hasidic thought. I learned that Jews recite

blessings not only on bread on Friday nights but throughout the day, before and after eating a

meal, after using the restroom, and on many other occasions.On my first Friday afternoon

there, I joined the others at the mikve before the Sabbath. I felt uneasy when I noticed some

young men staring at me. Once outside, I asked a more knowledgeable friend why they were

staring, to which he replied, “Nothing to worry about. These guys have simply never seen a six-

pack before.” Sadly, it didn’t take too much physical inactivity before those stomach muscles

were gone – and with them the stares.There were a number of bright young men from Harvard,

Yale, MIT, and other fine schools at Kfar Chabad that summer, and we engaged in animated

philosophical discussions well into the nights. It was invigorating and there was an

unidentifiable something about it that called me to delve deeper. But with my six weeks rapidly

coming to a close, time was running out.To the shock and consternation of family and friends, I

decided I’d take a year off university to pursue Jewish studies in Israel. My parents immediately

assumed I was a victim of brainwashing and had become incapable of rational decision-

making in my closed, all-male environment. They urged me to come back to Canada for my

second year of university, confident that among clear-thinking, balanced, open-minded people I

would regain perspective and be restored to life’s proper path. I argued that the university has

its own powerful agenda and is no less of a biased environment.One day, two guys and two

flimsily dressed girls arrived unannounced at the yeshiva, creating quite a stir. They were

friends from Vancouver summering in Israel, and had come to convince me I’d been ensnared

in a Moonie-type cult. We talked until I agreed to go with them to Tel Aviv overnight – where

they put forward every possible argument to show me I’d lost my mind, triggering many doubts

and questions. The next day, I took a bus to Jerusalem and sat in the Hebrew University library

to think through my life and the direction it should take.I spent five days writing a lengthy entry

in my diary, tracing my thinking regarding how I had arrived at where I was now and where I

should be heading. I noted that I felt I was carrying an enormous weight, a weight greater than

I could bear, which I identified with the biblical story of Jews redeemed from Egypt who then

wandered in the desert for forty years before reaching the Promised Land. But my situation

seemed even worse, as I felt figuratively doomed to wander all those years only to die in the

wilderness without ever seeing the Promised Land. Despite the weight and darkness, however,

I saw a pinpoint of light at the end of this long, gloomy tunnel – and although I felt that I would

not survive, I sensed that I must follow its current course for the sake of those who would come

after me.Leaving the library, I went to see a display of biblical dioramas at the Heichal Shlomo



Museum, which was then the seat of the chief rabbinate in Jerusalem. Looking at them, I

realized I’d learned a great deal in my six weeks at Kfar Chabad. Instead of viewing the

dioramas simply as art and with the eyes of a stranger, I recognized each scene and identified

with the characters. As I carefully examined a beautifully ornamented, silver, Sephardic-style

Torah cover, I felt a strange rush inside and suddenly knew that while my university education

was important, this was the experience that was meaningful to and necessary for me now. My

decision was made: I’d move to Jerusalem and enroll in a Jewish studies program for university

students. My only problem was that I had no idea how or where to do so.Chapter 3My New

WorldThe next day was Tisha B’Av, the ninth day of the Jewish month of Av, a day on which

several catastrophes in Jewish history took place, most notably the destruction of both the First

and Second Temples. It is a day of fasting and intense mourning. Midday, I arrived at the

Western Wall – the last remnant of the Second Temple – donned my tefillin, and began to pray

amid sobs and lamentations all around me. It was a powerful experience to pray at the Wall on

this historic day of Jewish destruction and tragedy, together with thousands of others who

mourned Jerusalem, at a time of miraculous rebirth for the Jewish people in their homeland –

especially when I myself was at a crossroads, staggering under the weight of my burden of

spiritual introspection.Standing at the Wall in the intense heat of an August afternoon, I prayed

and prayed, asking G-d for help and guidance, reciting psalms in English. It must have been

quite a sight, because several weeks later my Tel Aviv cousins told me they hadn’t known I was

still in the country until they saw me on that evening’s TV news, absorbed in prayer with my

tefillin melting! I knew nothing about the TV cameras, but I did know that I wouldn’t be returning

to UBC in September.Back in Kfar Chabad, two newfound friends told me they were on their

way to Jerusalem to study at Hartman College under its dynamic twenty-nine-year-old rabbi, a

Yeshiva University graduate named Chaim Brovender. They invited me to join them. A Jewish

studies program for university students had fallen into my lap. Rabbi Brovender was an

impressive figure and graciously accepted me into the program. My parents were relieved that I

was leaving the yeshiva and could accept that I was to be engaged in Jewish studies at a

“college.” I was now free to focus exclusively on Torah study.I said my goodbyes at Kfar

Chabad, leaving friends and teachers who were disappointed to see me go. At Hartman

College, once again I met an amazing group of young men. They were all university educated,

and many had advanced degrees. My roommate was David Fink, a kind and quiet genius who

in many ways took me under his wing.On a Friday evening some weeks later, David took me to

Jerusalem’s ultra-Orthodox Geula neighborhood to join the Gerrer Hasidim at their Friday-night

Sabbath tisch, meaning “table,” at which the Hasidim would gather with their Rebbe in study

and uplifting song. We reached the enormous hall early, stood to one side, and studied

Maimonides’ writings while we waited. The chamber soon filled until it was standing room only

– close to a thousand Gerrer Hasidim, dressed in their tall fur hats, long black coats, and

dangling peyot (side curls). There was a sudden hush. A diminutive figure made his way slowly

through the tightly packed crowd, which parted before him like the Red Sea before Moses. This

was the famed Gerrer Rebbe. At David’s suggestion, I stood on my chair in order to see him,

and what a breathtaking sight it was! The Rebbe’s golden beard and long peyot gave him a

countenance I can only describe as saintly. As he passed by a mere five yards from me, my

heart soared heavenward and I was consumed by the experience, until the human chain

suddenly lurched back and the elbow of a burly Hasid inadvertently smashed into my lower

parts. I reeled in hellish agony. Heaven, it seems, was not to be so easily attained.My days and

nights were occupied with my single-minded efforts to master the age-old Hebrew and Aramaic

texts of the Babylonian Talmud, with their unique logic and mystical holiness. Hour after hour, I



plunged deeper and deeper, yet rather than ending the day with a headache as had been the

case when I was studying calculus, my entire being was invigorated. Never in my secular

studies had I experienced the raw intellectual challenges of Talmud. As time went on I realized

this was what I enjoyed, this was what fulfilled me and what I wanted to do, and I felt

comfortable with my path. University would wait.I met extraordinary people while I was there.

One was Rabbi Noach Weinberg, of blessed memory, who a few years later would establish

Aish HaTorah, the Jewish outreach organization that is a world leader in creative Jewish

educational programs and leadership training. I vividly recall studying one Thursday night in his

home. Reb Noach suddenly pointed to the window, emphatically declaring: “Do you see that

darkness outside? It’s overpowering, but we’re studying in a lighted room – which teaches us

that even a little light can dispel much darkness.” In the ensuing fifty years, Reb Noach lived his

life according to that belief and brought his light to so many.After eighteen months of studying

in an English-speaking environment, I began looking for a new challenge, figuring that if I had

gone to India with friends I would not be hanging out with English speakers but would have

sought out an authentic local spiritual experience at an Indian-speaking ashram. So I decided it

was time to seek out the Jewish equivalent. I bought a college textbook of Yiddish, studied it

intensely for a month, and approached Rabbi Yitzchok Shlomo Ungar, the head of a Yiddish-

speaking yeshiva in Bnei Brak named Chug Hasam Sofer, after a leading Orthodox rabbi who

lived in Europe in the early nineteenth century. Rabbi Ungar was a highly esteemed, no-

nonsense Hungarian hasidic rabbi. He tested me thoroughly on my knowledge and language,

and although he had never had a student from my background before, he accepted me warmly.

Prior to World War II, Rabbi Ungar had been a brilliant young man who knew the entire body of

rabbinic literature verbatim. Thrown from a four-story building by the Nazis, he survived the fall

but lost his memory. After the war he spent many years restoring his broad Torah

scholarship.Right before Passover, when there was a four-week break in the yeshiva schedule,

Rabbi Ungar permitted me to move into the yeshiva dorm with a few other young students. One

was a hasidic New Yorker who spoke fluent Yiddish but very broken English. We quickly

became friends and studied Talmud together in Yiddish, enabling me to improve my Yiddish

language skills.There was also a sweet, scrawny, sixteen-year-old Hasid with peyot wrapped

around his ears, who wore a long black coat, knickers, and black knee-high stockings, and who

spoke Yiddish and Hebrew but didn’t understand a word of English. He spent a lot of time each

day reading entire books of miraculous stories about Elijah the Prophet. When I asked him why

he did this, he answered simply: “I don’t know. I can’t explain it. I just love these stories.” Some

twelve years later, I heard about a Hasid who was an internationally known advisor on medical

issues who often lectured in English. The name rang a faint bell, but I was in total shock when I

verified that it was none other than my young classmate Elimelech Firer. Over the years, Rabbi

Firer has received a multitude of prestigious awards and honorary doctorates for his volunteer

work providing medical advice to everyone from simple folk to prime ministers and presidents.

He never altered his hasidic dress or his humble demeanor. For most, his meteoric rise is

inexplicable, but to me it is clear: Elijah the Prophet is at his side.My schedule at the new

yeshiva was rigorous. I rose at 4:30 a.m. and immersed myself in the mikve downstairs. I drank

a coffee, studied Jewish law from 5:00 to 7:15 a.m., prayed morning prayers with the others,

studied for twenty minutes between prayers and breakfast, then studied again from 9:00 a.m. to

1:00 p.m., breaking only for lunch and a thirty-minute doze, followed by more intensive study

until 11:00 p.m. My intellectual and spiritual hunger was insatiable, and all week long I didn’t

step outside the yeshiva building.Each day from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Rabbi Simcha

Kessler, of blessed memory, delivered a brilliant two-hour Talmud lecture in Yiddish. During the



first week I jotted down every word I didn’t understand and looked it up after class, but once I

got the hang of it I was sailing. Rabbi Kessler was a tzaddik, a righteous man, who lived in a

tiny apartment nearby with his ten young children. One summer evening, he invited me to his

home to review a long passage from the Tosafot, a medieval commentary on the Talmud. We

studied on a little porch off of his nine-by-twelve-foot “living room,” which I was advised to cross

carefully, treading gently between no fewer than six sleeping children neatly arranged on

mattresses on the floor. Rabbi Kessler had minimal physical means but was a giant of the

spirit.By the time I turned twenty-one, I was light-years away from my upbringing, a hasidic

man complete with peyot and the distinctive clothing. I was also an eligible bachelor.Chapter

4MatchmakerIn the world that was now mine, the way to meet a virtuous young woman was

through a shidduch, an introduction by a matchmaker, an efficient and time-honored practice

that nonetheless horrified nonobservant parents like mine.My shidduch came about

unexpectedly. On Friday mornings, the only free time in my rigorous learning schedule at the

yeshiva, I’d go out to run errands and pick up odds and ends for the Sabbath. My route took me

past a small store which made and sold the fur-rimmed hats known as shtreimels that I’d first

seen during my initial Sabbath. Custom-made for each purchaser, their cost ranged from

hundreds to thousands of dollars. The shtreimels in this shop were made by an elderly and

diminutive Hungarian Hasid named Reb Chaim Hersch Schwartz, whom I’d first met outside

his shop. There was immediate chemistry between us, and we fell into the habit of schmoozing

at length each Friday.One week, I sensed he’d been waiting for me. “I have a friend who is the

principal of a girls’ school in Jerusalem,” he said. “He tells me there’s a unique young lady

studying there. She needs to meet someone who is very Orthodox, hasidic, but not run of the

mill. I hear she’s exceptional. Would you like to meet her?” Naturally my answer was in the

affirmative.As was the custom, Malki and I were introduced in the Jerusalem living room of one

of her married friends, Ita. I realized that I had in fact spent just over two years preparing for

this meeting, transforming myself from a secular, eighteen-year-old university student and

sports jock from Vancouver who ate cheeseburgers, into a devout young man dedicated to

Torah study. Two years ago, Malki had been a sixteen-year-old, sheltered, ultra-Orthodox

Jerusalem schoolgirl, demurely clad in a long skirt and long sleeves. Clearly, for us to come

together, one of us would’ve had to change dramatically – and that one had been me.Malki

blew me away from the first moment. She was stunning but modest, European by birth, New

York and Jerusalem educated, and at home in six languages. I felt as if I’d known her forever.

Miraculously, my interest in her was returned and we were married in March 1973, eight

months after we had first met.Our wedding was performed by Grand Rabbi Avrohom Yitzchok

Kahn, of blessed memory, the illustrious Toldos Aaron Rebbe from Mea She’arim who headed

a very pious and closed hasidic sect. On my head was the shtreimel specially made for me by

our matchmaker, Reb Chaim Hersch Schwartz.Despite the religious chasm that now yawned

between my family and me, my parents, grandmother, and sister Marilyn came to Israel for our

wedding. They took it well and ultimately were filled with immense pride. For most others

among my Vancouver friends and relatives, Kerry Samuels had fallen off the face of the

earth.Malki and I had grown up at opposite poles of mid-twentieth-century Jewish life. My

childhood was spent in tolerant secular Western Canada; hers in Eastern Europe, too recently

shattered by war, with millions having died under the Nazis, suffocated in gas vans or

transported to death camps. Lurching from fascism to communism, it had been torn apart and

re-stitched, much of it in blood and betrayal.Among those murdered by the Nazis were Malki’s

widowed grandmother and nine of her mother’s brothers and sisters. Between 1943 and 1945,

while my father fought the Nazis as an Allied soldier and my newlywed mother waited for him in



the safety of provincial Edmonton, Malki’s family knew fear, hunger, deprivation, and death.

Rounded up and transported, they were disgorged at Auschwitz on the second day of the

Shavuot holiday, Monday, May 29, 1944. Manhandled by SS guards, prodded by guns, and

petrified by growling, snarling dogs, the family huddled together as they shuffled toward Josef

Mengele and his infamous railway platform inspection.Malki’s aunt, Sarah Tobah Alti Bracha,

was clutching her two-and-a-half-week-old baby. The infant was wrenched away from her by a

Jewish kapo and thrust into the arms of her grandmother. Minutes later, at the flick of Josef

Mengele’s wrist, baby, grandmother, and several of Malki’s other uncles and aunts were sent to

die in the crematorium, while nineteen-year-old Alti and her fourteen-year-old sister Leah were

sent to debilitating slave labor which few survived. Daily, for the next eight months, Alti and

Leah cared for each other. Daily, even as temperatures plummeted far below freezing, the two

sisters bathed in the horse trough, trying to keep themselves disease free. And daily, the

sisters were inspected naked together with all the female prisoners to determine whether they

should work or die. Despite a leg damaged by childhood illness, Alti was inexplicably deemed

fit for work each day – protected, she believes, by a blessing she had received from the holy

Belzer Rebbe who, at the height of her illness, had promised that she would live to a ripe old

age and had bestowed upon her two additional names, Alti and Bracha, meaning an “elderly

blessing.”Leah lay languishing in the bunk with countless others, suffering from typhoid and

starved almost to death. Suffering from near-starvation herself, Alti made her way slowly

toward the other end of the barrack, supporting herself on the shaky walls. In the courtyard

outside, Sori, a fifteen-year-old inmate who worked in the kitchen, spotted her and asked

where she was going. Alti shared that she was headed to the garbage in search of a potato

peel. “You know they will shoot you on the spot,” said Sori. “Yes, I know,” Alti replied, “but I have

no choice, because my sister is about to die.”With deliberate movements young Sori slowly

opened her apron and, at the risk of being shot herself, whispered, “Would you like a sweet

white beet for your sister?” Alti could not believe her eyes or her ears. “Yes, thank you,” she

stammered, and taking the beet carefully with her ebbing strength, she turned back to the

barrack. Again she heard Sori’s voice: “Would you like another beet? Your sister needs it.” In

disbelief, she took that too, made her way back, and morsel by morsel fed them to her younger

sister. Leah was revived.Scores of Malki’s family members were murdered in Auschwitz, but

Alti and Leah survived and later built families of their own. Their survival was a direct result of

one young girl’s truly audacious sacrifice, made in order to help another human being, an

unexpected uplifting moment in the darkest days of Auschwitz. Sori Kohn too survived.Each

person’s life marches to the beat of its own drum, and the “beets” that saved Alti’s and Leah’s

lives had a critical and unforeseeable impact over generations on many lives, including that of

Leah’s daughter Malki and my own.“Many people came out of Auschwitz changed, with their

faith either destroyed or indestructible,” says Malki’s aunt “Mima” Alti. “My sister and I came out

yet stronger believers.” That powerful belief in G-d became an essential part of Malki’s DNA.* *

*Newly married, we set up our home in Jerusalem. I was accepted into an intensive, Yiddish-

language rabbinic ordination program, and my days and nights remained steeped in Jewish

learning. Malki and I often discussed my studies, and by the time I was ordained as a rabbi in

1977 and qualified as a Torah scribe the following year, she was no small maven in Jewish law

and thought herself.We had been married for about eighteen months when Malki’s dear friend

Ita suggested we go to a very special Mea She’arim rabbi known as the Tchaba Rav for a

blessing. Happy as we were, there was as yet no sign of a baby, and in our society, if there was

no pregnancy in the first year and a half, there was cause for concern. We made an

appointment, and when the time came we entered the esteemed rabbi’s small austere



apartment at 3 Mea She’arim Street and waited to meet him. An elderly lady eventually

ushered us into a book-filled room and presented us to an even older man. I was completely

unprepared for what followed.The Tchaba Rav had been a rabbi in the Hungarian town of

Tchaba (Békéscsaba) and was a Holocaust survivor. Now almost ninety years old, he stood

straight and tall at six foot four inches, with a long, flowing white beard and a countenance as

holy as I imagined that of Elijah the Prophet to be. A man without airs, he was dressed in a

long black coat and a very large black-brimmed felt hat. Everything about him was open and

unambiguous. In quiet simple Yiddish without pretense, he told me things about myself that

were nothing short of spooky. He knew me better than I knew myself. He gave us each a red

thread to wear round our wrists, explaining this was no ordinary thread. It had been wound

around the tomb of our biblical matriarch Rachel near Bethlehem and a special sequence of

psalms had been recited by a minyan (a Jewish prayer quorum of ten) of scholars while it was

being wound.The rabbi then asked for a charitable gift, clarifying that it was not for himself but

to help provide Sabbath meals for the poor, and in that merit hopefully our prayers would be

answered. Finally, he took a kame’ah, an amulet made from parchment on which the names of

G-d are written according to Kabbala, held it aloft with his outstretched right arm, and began

chanting a lahash, a kabbalistic incantation in Hebrew: “Elijah the Prophet met the angel.” He

repeated this and other phrases over and over, with intense concentration and fervor, building

up to: “The angel blessed Elijah in Your great name!” At that point he lowered his head and

shoulders toward the table in front of him and began pronouncing kabbalistic names of G-d

that I could not understand. To me, the words seemed to literally roll out from under his long

beard and make the whole room tremble. I consider myself a rational being, my feet planted

firmly on the ground, but I witnessed this several times over the years and it was always the

same unfathomable and unforgettable experience. The Tchaba Rav told us that we would be

blessed with four children who would arrive in rapid succession, but he underestimated the

power of his own blessing. Nine months later, on July 24, 1975, Malki gave birth to our

daughter Nechama Leah and then to five boys, all in the span of six years. Our seventh child,

our daughter Sara, arrived seventeen years later. The first four were born in the Tchaba Rav’s

lifetime.Nechama Leah means “comfort for Leah.” Malki’s mother, Leah, of blessed memory,

died at age forty-five, four months before our baby’s birth. After having survived Auschwitz, its

subcamp Hindenburg, and Bergen-Belsen, she was walking in a pedestrian crossing on a

green light when a car plowed her down. She did not live to see her first grandchild.Nechama

Leah’s birth made us proud and joyous parents. Fifteen months later, on October 30, 1976,

Shalom Yosef, nicknamed Yossi, was born. It was a Sabbath morning and I was floating on air

as I ran from the hospital to share the news. Malki and I were still in our early twenties. We had

a daughter and a son. We were totally elated and felt our lives were blessed. By the time our

third child Yochanan was born thirteen months later, our lives had forever changed.Chapter 5In

Silence and DarknessA downtown Jerusalem clinic was where it began. None of the clinic staff

will talk about what happened there that day. It was October 16, 1977. Yossi, then two weeks

short of his first birthday, remembers nothing of course. But every detail of that afternoon, now

over forty years ago, is seared into the memory of my wife, Malki.
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David Hirsch, “An Extraordinary Story Told By An Extraordinary Man.. Kalman Samuels has a

real gift for story telling and the Samuels family story is an extraordinary one. It's a touching

story and is testament to the perseverance of two parents, their advocacy for their child and the

inspiration to change the lives of countless others through the creation of Shalva. May G'd

continue to bless the Samuels and all those associated with Shalva.David Hirsch, host of the

SFN Dad To Dad Podcast”

Karen Sue, “Inspiring!. I have followed on You Tube the success of the Shalva Band for a few

years. When I need some inspiration I watch over and over their performance at Eurovision

2019. When I read the review of Kalman Samuel's book "Dreams Never Dreamed" in the

August 6, 2020 International Jerusalem Post I immediately downloaded the Kindle e-book. I

read the entire book in less than a week which was fast for me. The personal journey of

Kalman Samuel from secular to religious and then when their second son lost his sight and

hearing because of medical mismanagement (to say the least) I had to see how the story

would unfold. Their personal struggles and lessons in raising their son was the best

preparation for establishing a world class facility for assisting the disabled. In a world too

focused on formal education with the resulting degree this book shows the value of experience

and a caring, sympathetic heart with a willingness to help others and what a powerful force for

good in this world. All with faith in G-d and reliance on Him. Well done.”

Queens Woman, “Must read. Fascinating. Renews my faith in human potential !”

Phyllis, “This is a heartfelt read!. I found this book to be extremely inspirational and touching. I



highly recommend it!”

Linda, “An amazing journey. Anyone who doubts that our journey through life is directed by

God should read this book, and let  those glass ceilings crack and break open!”

Israel Drazin, “A tragic but beautiful story. I admit that when I first saw the book “Dreams Never

Dreamed: A Mother’s Promise that Transformed her Son’s Breakthrough into a Beacon of

Hope” and read that it was a true story of a severely disabled boy written by his father, I

decided not to read it because most tell-alls of this sort are not well written and although well-

meaning are quite boring. I ended up reading it and discovered that my fears were unfounded.

The book is written very well and the story is told just as it should. There is even some humor

in it.It is the story of a boy who was vaccinated in 1977 by a drug that made him irremediably

blind and deaf as well as overactive and hard to manage. It tells how the doctors tried to hide

their malpractice and lied, the way the parents coped with their son and the near miraculous

ways the boy was taught to speak despite never hearing a sound. He was even introduced to

the president of the United States who spent more time with him than with other visitors, and

rode on an elephant in Thailand.It turned out that despite his problems the boy was brilliant.

His unique breakthrough inspired his parent to establish Shalva, the Israel Association for the

Care and Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities.Readers of this story will enjoy the book and be

amazed and pleased by what they read.”

love2read, “Readable, worthwhile and not at all depressing. I had my eye on this book for a

while but was nervous to buy it because I was concerned that it would be depressing, since the

author's son's injuries are so serious. However, I liked the style of the sample so I took the

plunge and bought the kindle version for Pesach reading.I'm glad I did. It was wonderfully

readable and well paced. I never got tired of it like I do in the saggy middle of many

memoirs.This is the story of a very dedicated couple which humanity is blessed to have walk

among us. I told over many of the vignettes to my family and they were fascinated (that one

about the longhorn sheep is mind-blowing). My kids asked why these people merit such

miracles and I said that when individuals give themselves entirely over in the service of the

community, they are rewarded with a special level of Divine assistance.It is not an easy life

path and most of us are not cut out for it, but it's wonderful to read an up-close account of

some people who walk that path. (e.g. they moved out of their own big apartment to a smaller

dumpier one, so that Shalva kids could have it).Well done Rabbi and Rebbetzin Samuels. I

want to visit the Shalva Center in Jerusalem (mostly to behold those perfect floor tiles :))”

Book Lover 9, “Inspiring Story of Love and Determination. I very much enjoyed reading about

the Samuels family and the Shalva - the organization they founded and continue to run that

helps children with disabilities and their families. It is amazing how much determination they

had to make sure their son Yossi could reach his potential despite his challenges, and how

Malka and Kalman Samuels used their experience to help others, and, indeed, the world.”

The book by Kalman Samuels has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 41 people have provided feedback.
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